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Line Drawing:
I start every drawing the same 
way, with a simple line drawing. 
With your 2H pencil, sketch the 
outline of the elephant and the 
most important features, like 
the eyes, the tusks, and the 
trunk. Keep it simple, but pre-
cise. 

Make sure things look like 
they’re in the right location be-
cause this is the road map to the 
rest of your drawing.

If you’re new to drawing, feel 
free to trace the final image to 
create your line drawing. Or use 
a grid to map it out and make it 
easier. If you’re up for a chal-
lenge, you can try free hand.

I created this drawing at a large scale, as you can see from the size of the 
pencil in this photo. My drawing was 18x24 inches big and took me about 25 
hours to complete. I highly suggest you work at a smaller scale, like 8x10 
inches, or 11x14 inches.  Work at whatever size works best for you. 

If you’re new to drawing and don’t know what I mean by “make a grid” in 
order to do the line drawing, this is what I mean: Some people, myself 
included, draw a grid over their reference photo, for example 4 boxes by 5 
boxes, and then draw the same grid on their drawing paper very lightly. This 
makes it easier to draw the line drawing because you can work on it box by 
box instead of trying to do the whole thing at once. 

I recommend printing out the image of the final drawing and using it to either 
trace or grid for your your line drawing. 



Start With The Tusks & Left Ear:
I like to work on drawings from left 
to right when I’m dealing with 
graphite. This is because I tend to 
drag my arm across the paper and 
smudge it. Since I’m right-handed
working from left to right helps  
eliminate this problem.  But you 
still haveto be careful. 

BecauseI know I tend to smudge, I 
recommen taking your white colored 
pencil and drawing a layer of 
whiteover the two tusks. This will help 
them stay white while you work 
around them. 

Then take your HB pencil and start 
sketching the darkest shadows on the 
left ear of the elephant.  

The darkest shadows are nearest the 
face, and they gradually get lighter. 
Use your 3B and 4B pencils to add 
more shadow in the darkest sections. 
For the darkest areas, you can even 
use your black colore pencil on top. 

An elephant’s ear is very similar to fabric, in that it ripples and wrinkles. When 
you start to work on the outer edge of the ear, work with your HB pencil first. 
Keep in mind, when something has gradient variations, light strokes work 
best. Work in layers. Remember that the deepest part of a wrinkle or wave is 
the darkest, and it gradually gets lighter towards the highest section that is a 
highlight. Also remember that not all shadows are the same depth or color. 
Some are lighter and less intense than others. 



The Left Ear (continued):
Everything about this drawing is a challenge, so give 
yourself plenty of time and patience to figure
it out. As you continue adding shadows
to the left ear, try and draw 
what you see. 

                                                   Keep in mind that how
                                               many wrinkles and the 
                                           exact shape of them isn’t 
                                       important. No one will know
                                  if you have less wrinkles than
                             what are actually there! 

                    An elephant isn’t white, so use your
               2H pencil to lightly color in the area of
           the ear that is not shadowed. You can use 
       an eraser to make sure the highlights stay 
highlighted. 

To help blend the graphite together and make the  ear look smoother, use 
your chamois cloth and lightly rub it over the areas you want to blend. But 
make sure it’s clean! You don’t want to have a cloth that already has graphite 
on it and accidentally smear a dark streak of it across your paper. 

Once you finish the wrinkles and waves along the edge of the ear and the 
lower shadows, move on to the top of the ear. Use your HB and 3B pencils to 
create the dark line area on the top right of the ear. 

Use you 2H pencil VERY lightly to create the coloring on the top of the ear, 
which is the lightest part of the elephant in this drawing. 



Top Of The Ear + Begin The Face:

The top of the ear,
where it attaches 
to the head, is all sorts 
of wrinkly. But unlike the 
waviness of the edge of the 
ear, these wrinkles are thinner 
and deeper. 

Take your HB pencil and map out where you want those wrinkles to 
be. Again, they don’t have to be perfect or exactly the same as what 
I’ve drawn. Just make sure that they vary in length, and they they are 
longer toward the bottom right and become less and less toward the 
top left. Have them reach all the way down into that top shadowy 
part of the ear you created. 

Then take your 3B pencil and make those lines darker. Your HB pencil 
then comes back in play as you create shadows on the wrinkles. Not 
only along the edges of the wrinkles perpendicular to them, which 
gives more depth to them, but across the section nearest the bottom 
of that section. This shows the depth as that part of the elephant’s 
head goes down to the ear.

Once you finish with those wrinkles, start to work on the face by 
adding a layer with your 2H pencil, leaving just the eye blank. Then 
work around the eye.  (YOU CAN SEE BELOW THE EYE IN MORE DETAIL ON THE NEXT PAGE.)

Work in sections. As you can see in the image above, I created the 
wrinkles in a section directly below the eye first, then moved on to 
the triangular section next to thst.



The Left Eye:
Usually the eye of an animal is my favorite part to draw, but elephant 
eyes are different. Compared to the size of the elephant, the eyes are very 
small and surrounded by wrinkles. Unlike most other mammals I draw, 
there’s not much definition or shine in these eyes because they’re small 
and in shadow. So the actual eye is mostly black, which you can draw in 
with your 4B pencil.  
  
                                                                            Around the eye are wrinkles, just like
                                                                                     most of the elephant! Again, they
                                                                                            don’t have to be exact, but they 
                                                                                                      do have to be in the right 
                                                                                                                directions.

First, take your HB pencil and outline the eyelide, 
which is the lightest part right above the eye in the image shown. Then 
map out the wrinkles around the eye. 

The wrinkles above the eye form a rounded triangle with a couple lines 
radiating out the top toward the forehead. Use your 3B pencil to make 
these wrinkles darker and crisper. 

The wrinkles directly below the eye are small and cramped together. They 
are horizontal with a slight curve that goes around the eye. These also 
connect down to the wrinkles you did on that side of the face, even 
though those are vertical. 



The Forehead: 
The forehead was a section of this drawing that I didn’t anticipate 
being quite so challenging for me.
It was challenging because 
instead of line details, 
there’s a lot of dot 
details, as you 
can see. 

                                            To start out, put down another layer with your
                                            2H pencil. Then grab your HB pencil and lightly 
                                            sketch the lines that go across the elephant’s 
face between the eyes. Then start adding dots! 

Each of the lines you sketched across the face are areas where the 
elephant’s skin goes down and there’s more dots in the skin right 
above each of those lines (leading down into each of those wrinkles). 
There’s also more shadow directly above each of those lines, which 
you can lightly sketch in with your HB pencil as well. There’s also 
more shadow on each side of the face, going down toward the eyes.

The top of the forehead also has some shadows, as you can see. These 
can be added with your HB pencil with some light crosshatching 
where those shadows occur. This is also an area where your chamois 
cloth will come in handy. Use it to blend those shadowy areas, but BE 
CAREFUL not to accidentally blend all your little dots together in the 
lower part of the forehead! 



The Left Side Of The Face:
The face of the elephant below the forehead and eyes, is an area with 
yet another different kind of wrinkles. This section reminds me of a 
cracked dirt ground in a drought, like this photo below, except the 
elephant’s sections don’t go up on the edges, they go down into the 
cracks. 

Cracked, dry earth.

                                                                  The far left side of the face is lighter and             
                                             doesn’t doesn’t have the wrinkled sections, as you 
                                             can see. It does, however, have subtle shadows that 
                                            you can create with your 2H and HB pencils. Just 
make sure to use your HB pencil lightly. 

Again, work in sections so as not to get overwhelmed. For right now, 
focus on the triangular section above the tusk. Use your HB pencil to map 
out the “cracks” and then start coloring them in with your 2H, HB, and 3B 
pencils. You can see that the sections get progressively darker as they go 
down toward the tusk, with the bottom area nearest the trunk being 
mostly black, or your 4B pencil.  (Continued on next page....)



The Left Side Of The Face (Continued):
Within each of the sections you’ve drawn so far are highlights and 
shadows. Even in the tiniest little shapes are highlights and shadows. 
Even though the shapes that the “cracks” make up are all very differ-
ent, they all have similar shadowing nearest the lines. Those lines 
show where the skin goes into those wrinkles and therefore all of 
them are surounded by shadow. 

It’s the highlights that are harder. 
The top areas of each section
are highlighted, and the 
edges of each section 
toward the upper
left side of them.

                                              Some of the sections are big enough to have 
                                              dimples in them. These ones have shadows 
                                              within the section, but be careful not to make 
them too dark, or they might look like more crevices. Draw the shad-
ows in the shapes with your HB pencil, and then darken the “cracks” 
with your 3B pencil. 

Some of the darker shadows in those shapes will also be with your 3B 
pencil as you get lower, toward the tusk. Don’t forget that the bottom, 
right above the tusk, has a gradient shadow on that edge getting 
darker toward the bottom right. 



The Middle Face: 
The middle of the face is a little different. Start 
by mapping out the lines that go horizontally 
across the face. Make sure to show some varia-
tion and dips in the lines where wrinkles will be. 
Keep in mind they also curve a little. The face is 
slightly rounded and the crevices curl around the 
shape of his face. 

Use your HB pencil to map out the 
crevices across the face, and some of 
the more noticeable shadows within
those horizontal sections. You can see
the above photo how I started mapping
these sections out, and in the photo to
the right shows you more progress as I continued to map those sec-
tions out and add in the highlights and shadows. 

The only real “cracks” in this part of the face go horizontally. The ver-
tical lines and shadows are merely dimples and shadowy wrinkles in 
those sections. Try to keep your shadows somewhat random in shape, 
you don’t want them all looking exactly alike or it won’t be realistic.



The Left Legs:
The left legs are mostly in shadow, and it’s deep 
shadow. Begin by putting down a layer with 
your HB pencil. Don’t forget to leave the tusk 
blank. Try not to get any color in that area. 
                                                 
                                                 Leave the area on the far 
                                                 side of the front leg with 
                                                 just the HB layer. It’s a 
                                                 dull highlight. Cover the 
                                                 rest of it with your 4B 
                                                 pencil. Use a heavy hand
                                                 when applying this layer.
                                                 You may need to apply 
                                                 multiple layers of your 4B 
                                                 pencil. 

                                                 Then put down a layer of 
                                                 black colored pencil until
                                                 your shadow is complete.

                                                 Now look at your dull
                                                 highlights and their 
                                                 details. 

The top part of the highlight on the front leg has wrinkles. Take your 
4B pencil and add in those wrinkles. Then use your black colored 
pencil to add more depth and blend them into the heavier shadows. 

The foot also has some details, like the toe. Leave the top area of the 
toe lighter and the bottom part darker, in shadow. Dont forget that 
the back leg is in MORE shadow than the front, and that part of the 
back foot is showing. 

Make sure
to leave 
certain areas
without the
heavy shadows,
like the toes and
highlights on the 
side, and wrinkles.



Start The Trunk: 
The trunk is one of the most noticeable and 
unique parts of the elephant. But when you’re 
drawing it, think of it like a rounded accordion 
of wrinkles. 

                                                             Like with most
                                                      sections, map out
                                                 the wrinkles with 
                                            your HB pencil.  
                                     REMEMBER: The trunk is 
                              slightly rounded, so make 
                        your lines round down toward 
                    the edges. ALSO REMEMBER: You
            don’t want to make the lines too 
       uniform. Some are thinner or thicker, 
and some have abnormalities. 

These differences in the lines and wrinkles are part of what will 
make it look more realistic. 

Take your 4B pencil and darken those lines, making them look 
deeper. Take your HB and your 3B pencil and color in those wrinkles, 
with the highlights and the shadows. These accordian wrinkles are 
rounded, so they get slightly darker into the wrinkle lines and gradu-
ally get lighter as you get to the top of each wrinkle. You can use an 
eraser to to amp up the highlights on the wrinkles if needed. 



Finish The Trunk & Start The Leg: 

To finish the trunk, keep doing what was 
written on the last page, with mapping out 
the wrinkles with your HB pencil, making 
them look rounded and NOT uniform, and 
making the wrinkles look deeper with your 
4B pencil. Then you’ll notice that there’s 
extra shadow on the bottom right of the 
trunk as it curves to the left. Take your 4B 
pencil to add darkness to that whole sec-
tion shown above, leaving the left edges in 
highlight. 

Moving on to the right leg, it has a lot more detail than the left one 
had because there are fewer shadows. These wrinkles on the right leg 
are a little trickier because they are not as deep or as full as the ones 
on the trunk. Instead, try to draw what you see. There’s a wrinkle high-
light that actually goes vertical instead of horizontal. But if you mess 
this up, no one will know! Wrinkles are not easy to tell if you made a 
mistake, so you can play around a little bit. 



The Right Leg: 
REMEMBER: The leg is partially covered by 
the right tusk. Make sure to leave that space 
blank and not think it’s part of the leg! You 
may want to rest your drawing hand on a 
paper to make sure you don’t smudge that 
section. 

        The part of
                       the leg near
              the trunk is the
       in the deepest sha-
        do and therefore the
           darkest. Like always, I 
    map out the wrinkles with 
       the HB pencil, and then go over 
        the darkest areas with the 4B one. 
  The highlights in this section are still
            a little darker than the highlights else-  
   where because the leg is behind the trunk. So 
go over the skin with your HB pencil, and add 
some medium shadows with the 3B pencil. 

Check out those toes! Elephants have odd feet. You want to use your 
2H pencil for the toe highlights, but you still want to add shadow to-
wards the bottom with the 4B pencil. REMEMBER: there’s a small part 
of the back foot showing! Make it darker so we know it looks further 
away, and use your 4B for shadows toward the edge and bottom



The Right Eye & Face: 

The right side of the 
face is very similar to the 
left. So take what you 
learned from the left and 
apply it to the right. The actual
eye is very dark and hard to see.
It’s shaped a little like a sideways
rhombus. Use your 4B pencil and 
then your black colored pencil to 
make it dark. Map the wrinkles like you have been in all the other sec-
tions with your HB pencil, and darken them with your 3B pencil. Work 
section by section, starting around the eye, then moving to the tri-
angle of wrinkles below the eye. 

Above the eye is the connecting area of the ear, similar to the left 
side. These wrinkles are not as deep as the ones in the trunk, so use 
your 3B pencil to make them darker and try not to make them too 
dark. Use the same philosophy as we’ve used elsewhere, using your 
HB pencil to shade near the dark wrinkle lines as a gradient to make 
them seem more 3D, the highlight being left on top. Use your 4B 
pencil the make the darkest section that attaches to the ear. 



Starting The Right Ear: 

The right ear is similar to the left, but defi-
nitely not identical! This ear is a slightly differ-
ent shape than the left, but you’ll use the same 
techniques for drawing it as you did for the 
left one. 

Start with the edges. You can see above that I 
used my HB pencil and then my 3B pencil on 
the left beside the face to create a darker area 
there of shadow. Then I used my HB pencil to 
start mapping out those wrinkle/wavy shad-
ows on the outer edge of the ear on the right, 
similar to the left ear. Once those are mapped, 
take your 2H pencil and create your first layer 
of color over the whole ear. 

Grab your 3B pencil to darken down the wavy wrinkles on the edge of 
the ear. REMEMBER: These are not uniform! Each is different and 
unique with different depths and lengths and shapes. 



Finishing The Right Ear: 

            The wrinkles on 
     the edge of the 
      ear are not the crisp
       wrinkles we’ve drawn 
      elsewhere. These are not as 
        deep and use a gradient even 
           more so to show their shape.  Use 
your 3B pencil to work on those. 

Then use your HB pencil to start adding the lesser shadows to the 
middle of the ear and toward the edges of the wrinkles. You can also 
add a layer with this pencil to the bottom part of the ear that is darker 
than the rest. Then go over it with your 3B pencil, making sure to 
leave a few slight highlights to give that area shape and not make it 
seem flat. Use your 4B pencil and then your black colored pencil on 
top in the darkest part of the ear along the whole left side near the 
face. If you need to, use your kneaded eraser to get back a few high-
lights on the top of the wrinkles and around the middle of the ear 1/3 
of the way down, as you can see above. Keep defining the wrinkles 
and use your 4B pencil for the darkest areas on the edging. 

Use your chamoise cloth to smooth out and help with the gradients.



The Tusks: 
The tusks already have that layer of white col-
ored pencil that we did in the beginning. This 
will make the surface a little different. When you  
 use graphite on colored pencil, it won’t 
      smudge or smear the same. 

Use your 2H 
pencil for this 
section. 

The tusks are white, but 
you still need to show that 
they have shape, so take your
pencil and shade in a little bit 
down each side of each tusk on the edges. Then, as you’ll notice 
above, there’s also shadows where the tusk attaches to the face. 
These are darker and you’ll need to use your HB pencil. The inside of 
the tusks are a little darker as well toward the top. Use your HB VERY 
LIGHTLY to color those shadows. You’ll notice they start out wider 
and get narrower as you go further down the tusk. 

The right tusk also has a shadow along the bottom right curve. Make 
sure to use your pencil lightly to draw this and don’t go past where 
the curve goes! The bottom of the curve is the darkest. 

REMEMBER: Don’t forget to draw the part of the legs that’s between 
the right tusk and the right ear! Use your 3B and 4B pencils to draw 
the triangle tops of the legs as shown above. 



Final Touch-Ups: 
You’re almost there! 
Now it’s just time for 
the final touch-ups and 
little details!

Your drawing may 
not look exactly like 
this one, but that’s 
okay! It’s yours and 
 you finished it! 

Take your black col-
ored pencil and go 
over the sections of 
your drawing that are 
supposed to be the 
darkest, like the sec-
tion showed above. 
The wrinkle lines, the 
majority of the left 
leg, parts of the right 
leg, the eyes, parts of 
the ear should all be 
darkened with black. 

Some of your gradi-
ents, like on the ears 
and face, may not 
seem as smooth as 
you’d like. To help 
this, take your cham-
oise cloth and 
smooth those areas 
out. Just be careful!

And lastly, touch up 
your highlights! Grab 
your eraser and use it 
to get some of the 
highlights back that 
may have been lost 
from smudging or 
your cloth, etc. The 
tops of wrinkles, the 
edges of the sections 
of skin shown above, 
and parts of the ear. 



Congratulations! Youʻre Finished! 

Congratulations! You’ve finished your African Elephant drawing! Way 
to go! If your drawing doesn’t look exactly like this one, don’t worry! 
You’ve made it your own and you finished it! This is a complicated 
drawing and you completed the whole thing. Congrats!  



About Corrina Thurston: 

Corrina Thurston is a professional wildlife artist working out of Rich-
mond, VT. She specializes in vibrant, detailed pencil drawings of ani-
mals. 

This African Elephant drawing was completed in 2016 to bring aware-
ness to the 96 Elephants conservation campaign by the Wildlife Con-
servation Society. A percentage of prints sold of this drawing are do-
nated to the 96 Elephants campaign. 

To learn more about the African Elephant drawing/prints/products, 
or learn more about Corrina, or view other tutorials, check out her 
website:

www.corrinathurston.com
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